Compressed Sensing (CS) is a novel paradigm for sampling theory, and signal structures beyond sparsity are commonly exploited to improve CS restoration performance. Conventionally, Markov Random Fields (MRFs) are preferred to model signal structure. However, MRFs are hard to describe signal structure precisely and comprehensively due to their inherent drawbacks. Meanwhile, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have aroused great attention to realize CS restoration. However, CNNs lack convincing theory to clarify its working mechanism and to guide networks designing for CS restoration. In this paper, we prove the output of CNNs can be viewed as a Gibbs distribution and the whole CNNs architecture is equivalent to a Bayesian hierarchical model. That provides a comprehensive interpretation of CNNs in various dimensions and a novel perspective to reflect the existing neural networks for CS restoration. Following our proposed theory, a hybrid CS restoration algorithm is designed through combining CNNs and Bayesian inference method. Finally, extensive simulations demonstrate the validity and applicability of the proposed theory and algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
S AMPLING theory is a cornerstone of signal processing.
Shannon/Nyquist sampling theory indicates that a bandlimited signal can be precisely recovered from its uniform samples as long as the sampling rate is at least two times of the bandwidth of this signal, namely the Nyquist rate [1] . However, the explosive growth of the Nyquist rate makes signal processing extremely difficult and complicated in the big data era. In other words, conventional sampling theory plagues our ability to acquire, transmit, and process high dimensional signal, and hence spurs an increasing interest in novel sampling theories and techniques.
Compressive Sensing (CS) provides an alternative paradigm for sampling theory [2] , [3] . In general, K-sparse signal x ∈ R N is to be sampled by a linear measurement matrix A ∈ R M ×N (M < N ), and the measurement y can be written in matrix form as y = Ax + n, where n is noise. While M < N renders matrix A rank deficient, signal still can be accurately restored from M = O(Klog(N/K) measurements with high probability as long as A satisfies Restricted Isometry Property (RIP) [4] , [5] .
Though CS has significantly changed traditional sampling theory, it only leverages sparsity to restore signal but ignores other pervasive signal structures, such as cluster structure [6] and wavelet tree structure [7] . Consequently, Structured Compressed Sensing (SCS) was proposed to refine traditional CS by integrating extra signal structures [6] , [8] . Specifically, SCS first exploits a mathematical model g(x; θ) to describe signal structure, and then incorporates g(x; θ) into a traditional CS restoration algorithm, where θ denotes all parameters of this model g(x; θ).
Since signal structure plays a crucial role in SCS restoration, the kernel of SCS is choosing an appropriate model g(x; θ) to describe it precisely and comprehensively. Markov Random Fields (MRFs), an essential type of graphical model, has become a ubiquitous method for SCS due to its expressive and flexible way of describing signal structure [9] . In practice, lots of MRFs models have been applied to SCS restoration. For example, Total Variation (TV) [10] , [11] , Ising model [12] , Spike and Slab model [13] , [14] , and Gaussian Scale Mixture (GSM) [15] , [16] have been intensely investigated to model different signal structures in the framework of SCS.
While MRFs have been widely applied in SCS restoration, they still have some inherent issues. Above all, an essential problem of MRFs is lack of powerful parameter inference method. In the context of optimization, the inference of MRFs parameters can be viewed as an energy minimization problem, which is known to be NP-hard except for certain simple cases such as pairwise MRFs [9] . This essential problem makes two adverse effects on the application of MRFs. First, many MRFs models have to exploit hand-crafted clique potential functions, which are very difficult to express signal structure precisely unless taking lots of trials to modify parameters [13] . Second, the signal structure that MRFs can model is commonly restricted into a small neighborhood in order to reduce the complexity of parameter optimization, but most signal structures have abundant high-order dependencies [17] . Hence, traditional MRFs can hardly express signal structure comprehensively as well [18] . Moreover, certain practical limitations, such as requiring too many hyper-parameters, further hinder MRFs deriving optimal parameter.
As the resurgence of deep neural networks, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have aroused considerable attention in various applications. In particular, many neural networks were recently proposed for CS restoration based on CNNs [19] , [20] , [21] . In general, most neural networks aim for designing a complex inverse operator to reconstruct x from y. Notably, some networks presented better restoration than the SCS algorithms mentioned above.
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Despite the impressive success of CNNs, there is still no convincing theory to clarify how CNNs outperform traditional methods. Initially, CNNs were regarded as a discriminative model [22] , but it merely establishes a statistical relation between the input and output of CNNs, the inside of CNNs is still a black box [23] . Meanwhile, the generative model provides a better perspective for interpreting the internal logic of CNNs [24] . It has been demonstrated that some shallow neural networks, such as Boltzmann machine [25] or recurrent Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) [26] , are equivalent to Boltzmann distribution. However, Boltzmann distribution is hard to interpret deep neural networks like CNNs.
Consequently, new generative theories, such as Conditional Random Fields (CRF) [27] , [28] , Deep Gaussian Mixture Model (DGMM) [29] , [30] , and Deep Rendering Mixture Model (DRMM) [31] , were recently proposed to explain CNNs. Although these theories revealed certain secrets of CNNs, they still had three defects. First, they only established a coarse connection between their proposed generative models and CNNs architecture, which is not enough to clarify the functionality of every module of CNNs, e.g., CRF cannot explain the commonly used non-linear layer, namely ReLU. Second, they cannot fully interpret the working mechanism of CNNs. For instance, DRMM is hard to elucidate what kind of knowledge CNNs learn from the training labels. Third, these theories were only valid for specific applications but not consistent in general situations. Hence, they are difficult to provide general principles to guide network designing.
In this paper, we attempt to shed light on the above limitations and present a novel algorithm for CS restoration. Overall, our contributions to this literature are three folds. First, we demonstrate the output of CNNs can be regarded as a Gibbs distribution and the whole CNNs architecture is equivalent to a Bayesian hierarchical model, which provides a rational explanation of CNNs in various dimensions, such as neuron, layer, and networks. Second, we point out a defect of the architecture of CNNs for CS restoration and propose a novel approach to circumvent this defect. Finally, a hybrid CS restoration algorithm is constituted by combining CNNs and Bayesian inference method based on our proposed theory. This paper is organized as follows. Section II lays out the necessary background related to this topic. Furthermore, we present a novel explanation of CNNs and reflect the existing neural networks for CS restoration in Section III. Subsequently, Section IV specializes the hybrid CS restoration algorithm. In the end, numerical simulations validate our proposed theory and algorithm in Section VI.
II. BACKGROUND
This section reviews three fundamental topics involved our research: SCS, MRFs, and CNNs. First, a generalized solution to SCS restoration is derived in the framework of the inverse problem. Second, we decompose MRFs into three elements and analyze their respective functionalities. Finally, the third part discusses CNNs and summarizes the existing neural networks for CS restoration.
A. Structured Compressed Sensing
Since SCS can be regarded as a specific case of inverse problem, we first discuss the inverse problem. Suppose a system function F is to model a signal processing application, the output y ∈ R M can be defined as y = F(x) + n, where x ∈ R N denotes the input and n is the system noise. Inverse problem aims to restore x from y. In general, the dominant approach to solve the inverse problem is deriving an estimationx from y by minimizing a predefined cost function e(F(x), y), i.e.,x = arg min x∈R N e(F(x), y) [32] .
However, most inverse problems are ill-posed, such that it is tough to derive the optimal solution without regularization. Hence, the solutionx to the inverse problem is commonly relaxed asx
where g(x; θ) denotes a regularization term of x, namely the prior knowledge of x, and λ is a constant parameter. Regarding SCS, F is commonly defined as a random matrix A to satisfy RIP and signal structure can be expressed by g(x; θ). Baraniuk et al. have proven that integrating signal structures beyond sparsity can improve the performance of CS restoration [6] , [8] . Therefore, the most important work of SCS is to design an appropriate g(x; θ).
Of all the SCS algorithms, Bayesian Compressed Sensing (BCS) has received much attention, since it has the advantage of naturally including arbitrary signal structure as long as designing a corresponding prior distribution [13] , [33] .
The prior distribution p(x; θ) is typically chosen as the Gibbs distribution, which can be expressed as
where g(x; θ) denotes the energy function conveying all signal structures. Z(θ) and T are defined as the partition function and annealing temperature, respectively [34] . Moreover, since the noise n in CS is commonly assumed as a Gaussian distribution with unknown variance σ 2 n , the likelihood distribution of CS can be formulated as
Therefore, the posterior distribution p(x|A, y, σ 2 n ) of x can be derived as follows based on Bayesian rule.
If e(F(x), y) is chosen as Maximum a Posteriori (MAP), SCS restoration can be derived below based on Equation (4).
Equation (5) can be regarded as a generalized SCS solution, since it can includes arbitrary signal structure by specifying g(x; θ). Moreover, BCS provides a feasible approach to realize SCS restoration through designing a prior distribution. 
B. Markov Random Fields
As a probabilistic graphical model, MRFs is designed to analyze the spatial or temporal dependence of signal [9] , [35] . Specifically, random fields X can be regarded as MRFs regarding a neighborhood system Based on the Hammersley-Clifford theorem [35] , MRFs can be equivalently characterized by the Gibbs distribution expressed in Equation (2) . The energy function g(x; θ) of MRFs consists of multiple clique potential functions f c (x; θ c ), i.e., g(x; θ) = c∈C f c (x; θ c ), where f c (x; θ c ) describes the signal structure in the clique c, which is a subset of sites. Besides, every pair of sites in the clique c are connected with each other. For example, N 1 has two clique types C 1 and C 2 , N 2 has two more cliques C 3 and C 4 . Their topological structures are depicted in Fig. 1 .
Since g(x; θ) includes all the information of signal structure, it is the kernel of MRFs. One typical way of designing g(x; θ) is the linear filter ∆ c (x), but it can hardly represent non-linear structure, such as object boundary [36] . An effective remedy for that is adding a non-
where θ denotes the union of all θ c . Consequently, three fundamental questions involved MRFs are how to derive the optimal ∆ c (x), f N L c , and θ for a specific application. For the first question, ∆ c (x) can be rewritten as the convolutional form ∆ c (x) = F * x + b because it is linear, where F denotes the convolutional matrix and b is the bias. Therefore, this question is equivalent to determine F and b. Regarding F , it largely depends on the clique type. First, the clique type determines the dimension of F . For instance, clique types C 2 and C 3 make ∆ C2 (x) and ∆ C3 (x) as 3 × 3 convolutional matrices. Second, the clique type confines the entries of F , e.g., ∆ C2 (x) and ∆ C3 (x) only have two and three non-zero elements and can be expressed below.
where α i , β j are non-zero elements. In order to keep the integrity of discussion structure, we will discuss how to derive the optimal values of α i , β j , and b in the third question. For the second question, the difficulty of designing f N L c is to simultaneously satisfy two conditions: (i) accurately simulate the non-linearity of signal and (ii) the generated prior distribution (2) should be a conjugate prior for likelihood distribution [33] , such that posterior inference is feasible. The most popular solution to this problem is Hidden MRFs (HMRFs), which include a pair of random fields (X , Z), where X = {x i , i ∈ S} is an observable random field and Z = {z i , i ∈ S} is a hidden MRF connected to X [7] . In order to satisfy the second condition, the distribution of X is commonly chosen as a conjugate prior distribution p conj (x; θ), such that f N L c can be derived as f N L c = −log(p conj (x; θ)). For example, spike and slab model is a typical HMRFs, which is defined as follows [13] .
where δ 0 is the Dirac function, π denotes the weight of the Gaussian distribution, and precision α 2 is the reciprocal of variance. In the context of SCS restoration, π is commonly extended to the hidden MRF Z to describe signal structure [13] , [14] , [18] . For the sake of satisfying the first condition, HMRFs need a powerful learning algorithm to optimize all parameters related to p conj (x; θ).
For the third fundamental question, the parameter set θ includes all parameters related to ∆ c (x) and f N L c . Bayesian posterior inference algorithm usually regards θ as a prior distribution p(θ) as well. Hence, p(x|A, y, θ) (4) will be extended as follows.
However, regarding θ as a prior distribution introduces too many hyper-parameters in the Bayesian posterior inference algorithm, which makes obtaining the optimal parameters difficult. For instance, if the spike and slab model is chosen as p(x|θ) and signal structure is embedded into π, then θ = {α, α n , and π} and p(θ) = p(α)·p(α n )·p(π). In order to guarantee p(x|θ) is still a conjugate prior, the distribution of each parameter is typically chosen as p(α) = Gamma(a 0 , b 0 ), p(α n ) = Gamma(c 0 , d 0 ), and p(π) = Beta(e 0 , f 0 ), where a 0 , b 0 , · · · , f 0 denote the hyper-parameters of α, α n , and π, respectively. It shows that if we want to infer parameters θ, we need much more hyper-parameters. However there is no optimal solution to choose these hyper-parameters except trail and error. That means traditional Bayesian posterior inference algorithm is difficult to derive the optimal parameters θ. Since lack of powerful parameter inference algorithm, most MRFs models have no choice but to exploit hand-crafted linear filters to describe signal structure and choose a simple conjugate prior distribution like the spike and slab model to preserve non-linearity [13] , [14] , [18] . However, that is not enough to establish a powerful prior distribution for SCS restoration. Though other optimization algorithms, e.g., Expectation-Maximization (EM), can improve this situation, it still has certain limitations, such as slow convergence ratio for high dimensional applications, sensitive to the initial values, etc. [37] , [38] . Overall, the parameter inference is critical to MRFs, but there is no optimal solution now.
Inverse Networks

C. Convolutional Neural Networks
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are designed to solve complex problems via constituting intelligent networks [39] . By mimicking biological neural networks, the primary element of ANNs is neuron as well, which is defined as
where x i denotes the input nodes connected to this neuron, and ω i indicates the weight of x i . In addition, f act is an activation function and it is usually non-linear. Similar to biological neural networks, multiple neurons constitute one layer f = {f 1 , ..., f N } and multiple layers compose the whole ANNs = {y; f N ; ...; f 1 ; x}. In the development of ANNs, the most fundamental ANNs is Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) [40] . Fig. 3 . shows a simple but comprehensive example of MLP. This MLP has two hidden layers L1 and L2, which contains four and three neurons denoted by f i and s j , respectively. Based on the definition of neuron, the output of this MLP can be formulated as
where α ji is the weight of the ith input node x i for the jth neuron f j , and f act denotes the activation function in the first layer. β kj , s act , γ mk , and y act have similar definitions.
CNNs have similar architecture as MLP, but they exploit new hidden layers, especially convolutional, Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU), and pooling layers. In contrast to MLP assuming that the neurons in a hidden layer are connected to all neurons in the previous layer, convolutional layer constrains the connections to be local, so it can extract local signal features from the previous layer [41] . ReLU (y = max(0, x)) can be viewed as a novel activation function aiming for sparse representation and preserving non-linearity. Moreover, the role of pooling layer is merging similar signal features to avoid overfitting [42] . Leveraging these novel hidden layers, CNNs achieved impressive success in image classification and triggered the renaissance of ANNs in many fields [43] .
Lots of efforts recently were devoted to applying CNNs to CS restoration. Since standard CNNs can be viewed as a function projecting the high dimensional input x, such as an image dataset, to the low dimensional output y like classification labels, the most intuitive way of designing neural networks for CS restoration is directly reversing the standard CNNs. The derived architecture is denoted as inverse CNNs here (Fig. 2) . Moreover, the inverse CNNs can be divided into two sub-networks: the inverse and refining networks. The former is to project the low dimensional measurement y to a high dimensional output x P through fully connected layer(s). The later aims to derive the final restorationx via refining x P by convolutional and ReLU layers.
Based on this intuition, some neural networks like ReconNet were proposed for CS restoration [19] . However, ReconNet only exhibited similar restoration as traditional MRFs models, and even worse than the later in some cases. Hence, new neural networks, such as DR2Net [20] , were proposed to improve this situation and its general architecture is depicted in Fig. 4 . Unlike ReconNet training the inverse and refining networks simultaneously, DR2Net first designed a linear map through training the inverse networks only, which can generate a better restoration x P . Subsequently, x P was feed into the refining networks to derivex. Furthermore, the residual technique made the refining networks of DR2Net only reconstruct the residual x R ofx given x P , namelyx = x P + x R [44] . These refinements helped DR2Net to outperform ReconNet and traditional MRFs models.
Furthermore, it has been shown that replacing the inverse networks with a traditional CS restoration method can improve recovery performance further, e.g., Learning Denoiser Approximate Message Passing (LDAMP) outperformed DR2Net though replacing the inverse networks with AMP method while keeping the same refining networks as DR2Net [21] , [37] . Its architecture is shown in Fig. 4 .
It is important to note that all existing CNNs theories cannot clarify the different performances of these three neural networks. Fig. 4 shows that their main difference is the inverse networks. Besides, the residual technique is another important factor. But these differences can hardly explain their different recovery performances. In the following sections, we propose a novel theory to explain the working mechanism of CNNs, which provides a new perspective to answer this question. Moreover, we carry out extensive simulations to evaluate the influence of the inverse networks and refining networks on CS restoration, which verifies our proposed theory further.
III. MRFS AND CNNS
This section demonstrates our proposed theory of CNNs. First, we demonstrate the statistical relationship between MLP and Bayesian hierarchical model and prove CNNs have the same statistical relationship. Second, we exploit the proposed theory to explain the working mechanism of CNNs. Finally, we reveal a defect of the inverse CNNs for CS restoration and propose a hybrid approach to circumvent this defect through combining CNNs and Bayesian inference algorithm. For simplicity, MLP-Ln is used to denote MLP with n hidden layer(s) in this section.
A. Proposing A New Theory about CNNs
Lemma 1: the output of MLP-L1 is equivalent to a Gibbs distribution of the input.
Suppose MLP-L1 = {y; f ; x}, the input x = {x 1 , ..., x N }, and the hidden layer f has K neurons, which are defined as f k = f act k ( N n=1 α kn · x n ), the softmax output y = {y 1 , ..., y M } of the MLP-L1 can be expressed as
is the partition function, and β mk indicates the weight of the neuron f k for the output y m .
We can find that y represents a Gibbs distribution of x by comparing Equation (11) with (2) and (6) in three aspects. First, the neuron f k can be viewed as a clique potential function, in which the weights α k = {α k1 , ..., α kN } represents a linear filter ∆ c k to describe a signal structure, namely ∆ c k (x) = ( N n=1 α kn · x n ), and f act k corresponds to a non-linear function. Second, multiple neurons composing a single hidden layer is consistent with the definition that the energy function is the summation of multiple clique potential functions in Equation (6). Third, β mk can be viewed as the annealing temperature T for a specific output y m .
Meanwhile, arbitrary Gibbs distribution can be converted to a MLP-L1 based on the relationship between neuron and clique potential function. Hence, the output of MLP-L1 is equivalent to a Gibbs distribution of the input.
It is important to note that the energy function is a sufficient statistic of Gibbs distribution [45] , which means we can obtain all the information of Gibbs distribution given the energy function. Therefore, we can conclude that a single hidden layer defines a Gibbs distribution to some extent.
Lemma 2: the distribution of each hidden layer in arbitrary MLP can be viewed as a conditional Gibbs distribution given the previous layers and the input of MLP.
In arbitrary MLP, one hidden layer's input is typically the output of the previous layer(s). Therefore, the distribution of each hidden layer within MLP can be viewed as a conditional Gibbs distribution given the previous hidden layer(s) and the input data. Specifically, the distribution of the nth hidden layer within MLP-LN = {y; f N ; ...; f 1 ; x} can be formulated as
where q n−1 (x) denotes the output of the previous (n − 1) hidden layers given the input x, and α k is a vector to indicate the weight of each element of q n−1 (x) for the neuron f k .
In addition, f act nk denotes the activation function of the kth neuron f k in the nth hidden layer.
Theorem 1: the output of MLP can be viewed as a generalized MRFs of the input.
Based on Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, we can prove that the output of MLP with arbitrary layer(s) is equivalent to a Gibbs distribution of the input and all hidden layers of MLP are designed to formulate the corresponding energy function.
Furthermore, the output of MLP can be regarded as a generalized MRFs based on Hammersley-Clifford theorem [35] . Since MLP assumes that the neurons in a hidden layer are connected to all neurons in the previous layer rather than merely considering local dependence, it is rational to regard the output of MLP as a generalized MRFs.
After establishing a statistical explanation for the output of MLP, Theorem 2 attempts to provide a new generative explanation of the whole MLP architecture.
Theorem 2: the whole architecture of MLP can be viewed as a Bayesian hierarchical model. Lemma 2 shows each hidden layer of MLP is equivalent to a conditional Gibbs distribution. Without loss of generality, the first hidden layer can be viewed as a joint Gibbs distribution p(f 1 , x) (13), since the parameters of f 1 also can be viewed as random variables during the training procedure.
We can find that multiple conditional Gibbs distributions generate a Bayesian hierarchical model, while multiple layers of MLP are concatenating the whole networks. Specifically, the Bayesian hierarchical model corresponding to MLP-LN = {y; f N ; ...; f 1 ; x} can be expressed as p(y,fN ,...,f1,x)=p(y|fN ,...,f1)···p(fn|f n−1 ,...,f1,x)···p(f1,x) (14) For instance, the MLP-L2 depicted in Fig. 3 can be formulated as a Bayesian hierarchical model with three levels.
Lemma 3: the output of CNNs is equivalent to a Gibbs distribution of the input of CNNs, and the whole architecture of CNNs can be viewed as a Bayesian hierarchical model.
LeCunn et al. demonstrated CNNs as a variation of MLP based on two reasons [46] . First, the combination of convolutional and ReLU layers can be regarded as a single hidden layer of MLP, in which convolutional filter quantifies the weights of different neurons/nodes and ReLU corresponds to an activation function. Second, the fully connected layer is identical to a single hidden layer of MLP for combining all signal features from previous layers and extracting more abstract information.
Based on the equivalence between CNNs and MLP, we can derive the same explanation of CNNs, which provides a new interpretation of CNNs architecture and working mechanism.
B. Explaining CNNs' Architecture and Working Mechanism
In terms of CNNs architecture, above lemmas and theorems establish an exact one-to-one correspondence between CNNs and traditional statistical model in various dimensions. Starting from the microscopic viewpoint, Lemma 1 proves that each neuron can be viewed as a clique potential function of Gibbs distribution. As multiple neurons evolve to a single hidden layer, multiple clique potential functions compose the kernel of Gibbs distribution, namely energy function. As we magnify our perspective, multiple conditional Gibbs distributions form the corresponding Bayesian hierarchical model, while multiple hidden layers concatenate the entire neural networks.
Moreover, our proposed theory provides a novel framework to understand the working mechanism of CNNs. Bayesian hierarchical model suggests that the testing and training procedures of CNNs can be explained as two conditional distributions. For the testing procedure, it can be viewed as a conditional distribution of the output y given the testing dataset x and all hidden layers, which is formulated as
Meanwhile, the training procedure can be formulated as another conditional distribution of all hidden layers given the training dataset x and label y. 
Though p(f N , ..., f 1 |y, x) is intractable, we can find that p(y, f N , ..., f 1 , x) is still a Gibbs distribution, which can covert the learning procedure of CNNs into the traditional energy minimization problem. That explains why the gradient descent algorithm and its variations like back-propagation [47] can be applied to optimize the parameters of CNNs. Furthermore, our proposed theory offers a new viewpoint to understand what kind of knowledge CNNs learn from the training dataset. Bayesian theory indicates that the joint distribution associated with CNNs (18) can be decomposed into two components: the prior distribution of x and the likelihood distribution between x and y. p(y,fN ,...,f1,x)=p(y|fN ,...,f1,x)··· likelihood p(fn|f n−1 ,...,f1,x)···p(f1,x) prior (18) Hence, the training procedure of CNNs can be interpreted as an action to extract the prior knowledge of the training dataset and formulate a statistical relation between the extracted prior knowledge and the predefined output labels.
Overall, our proposed theory presents a novel viewpoint to clarify the architecture and working mechanism of CNNs. Subsequently, we will analyze the existing CNNs architectures for various applications based on our proposed theory.
C. Reflecting The Existing Architectures of CNNs
For image classification, Hinton et al. claimed that the great success of the standard CNNs is because they can fully exploit the hierarchical properties of natural images [42] . Lemma 3 provides a mathematical basis for this claim. In general, each hidden layer of the standard CNNs forms a conditional Gibbs distribution to generate new features based on the features extracted from previous layers. Stacking multiple hidden layers forms a Bayesian hierarchical model, which combines all features in a hierarchical way.
For CS restoration, Equation (18) reveals an inherent defect of the inverse CNNs (Fig. 2) . Since the input of the inverse CNNs (i.e., CS measurement y) is typically compressed and corrupted, it can hardly provide enough prior knowledge for the inverse CNNs to learn an expressive prior distribution even if they have complex architecture. Regarding CS restoration, this defect significantly constrains the performance of the inverse CNNs. Also note that it is true for most inverse problems in a broad sense. This defect answers the question proposed at the end of Section II-C. It suggests that the inverse networks of ReconNet can not extract enough prior knowledge from the measurement y, which results in its worse restoration than the traditional MRFs models. In contrast to ReconNet, DR2Net and LDAMP can introduce extra prior knowledge leveraging the pre-trained linear map and AMP [18] . Therefore, they can outperform ReconNet and the traditional MRFs models. Furthermore, Equation (18) indicates a new approach to realize CS restoration. Based on how to express the prior and likelihood distributions, CS restoration algorithms can be divided into four categories, which are presented in Table I . Traditional BCS methods belong to the first category, since they choose specific prior and likelihood distributions, such as GMM or Gaussian, to realize restoration. LDAMP can be roughly categorized into the second category since it utilizes neural networks to refine the traditional AMP method. Besides, ReconNet and DR2Net can be classified into the fourth one. But until now, nobody attempts to use the third approach.
Notably, we find the third approach can circumvent the defect of the inverse CNNs. Lemma 1 and 3 suggest that the standard CNNs can be trained as a prior distribution if we choose an image dataset as the input, which can provide much more prior knowledge than CS measurement. Therefore, this approach can circumvent the defect of the inverse CNNs. After generating a powerful prior distribution leveraging the standard CNNs, we can derive the posterior distribution, and CS restoration can be realized by Bayesian posterior inference.
IV. BAYESIAN CNNS METHOD FOR CS RESTORATION
This section shows our proposed Bayesian CNNs (BCNNs) algorithm for CS restoration. First, a new CNNs architecture is designed to train the prior distribution p(x; θ). Second, we propose a new Bayesian inference method for CS restoration based on our previous work [15] .
A. The Architecture of CNNs for Modeling Prior Distribution
Since CNNs are only used to train p(x; θ) given a training image set, it may not require very deep neural networks as the inverse CNNs, but it must have closed-form expression. To satisfy this condition, we propose a new architecture of CNNs (Fig. 5) , which includes three hidden layers: convolutional, non-linear, and fully connected layers. If the output layer is defined as softmax, it can be formulated as
where f m and f N L m denote convolutional and non-linear layer, respectively. The term − 
is a fixed base variance, δ n is a broad range of constant scales, and π mn denotes the weight of each Gaussian distribution. Ultimately, the p(x; θ) generated from the proposed CNNs can be formulated as
After specifying the CNNs architecture, the next problem is to construct the learning algorithm to optimize θ = {f, π}, where f = [f 1 , ..., f m ] and π = [π 11 , ..., π N M ]. Here we choose Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD) [48] as the criterion to measure the distance between p(x prior ; θ) and p(x data ; θ). KLD is formulated as KLD(p(x prior ;θ)||p(x data ;θ))= i p(x data (i);θ)·log p(x data (i);θ) p(x prior (i);θ) (21) where p(x prior ; θ) is the stationary distribution generated by sampling p(x; θ), and p(x data ; θ) denotes the empirical distribution of the training dataset, namely the output of the proposed CNNs. In order to make p(x; θ) model the statistical property of the training dataset as precisely as possible, the KLD should be minimized, which can be realized by Maximum-likelihood (ML) learning algorithm [48] .
In practice, it is time-consuming to obtain p(x prior ; θ) by sampling p(x; θ) continuously until stationary. Therefore, Contrastive Divergence (CD) learning method [49] is adopted to quickly optimize θ = {f, π}, and it can be formulated as 
where θ n denote the optimized parameters at the nth training epoch. Besides, ∇CN N = ∂log(p(x,θ) ∂θ , where p indicates the average over p, and η ∈ (0, 1] is the learning rate.
Since CD only takes few k sampling iterations to estimate p(x; θ), it can increase training speed greatly while obtain similar training result. The proposed CNNs learning algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1. update θn based on gradient descent method (22) 13: n ← n + 1 14: until (|θ n+1 − θn| < ξ or n > N ) output: optimal parameter θ * = θ n
B. Bayesian CNNs Inference for CS restoration
While the proposed CNNs has much simpler architecture than the inverse CNNs, the corresponding p(x; θ) (20) is still intractable for most conventional inference algorithms [34] . Therefore, auxiliary variable Gibbs sampler [15] is exploited to simplify p(x; θ) for applicable posterior inference.
Since p(x; θ) (20) can be viewed as a discrete case of GSM model [50] , which is defined as
where z denotes the auxiliary random vector z ∈ {1, ..., N } M to represent the scale δ n in Equation (20) 
Subsequently, the posterior distribution (4) of CS restoration can be formulated below based on (25) and (3).
Since all f m and A are linear, p(x|A, y, z, σ 2 n ; θ) can be rewritten in matrix form to get more intuitive expression.
We can find that Equation (27) is a Gaussian distribution, such that CS restoration can be inferred through alternately sampling p(x|A, y, z, σ 2 n ; θ) and p(z|x; θ) in Algorithm 2. 
A. Experimental Setup
There are three hyper-parameters of BCNNs: convolutional depth F n (i.e., the number of f m ), filter dimension N d , and GSM scales δ need to initialize ahead of implementation.
In order to evaluate the influence of different hyperparameters on BCNNs, five models of BCNNs are instantiated and summarized in Table II . Regarding BCNN2, it has four convolutional filters, namely F n = 4, and each filter dimension is defined by N 2 as shown in Fig. 1 . Also the GSM scales δ of BCNN2 are initialized as δ 1 = {exp(−7, −3, 0, 3, 7)}. Therefore, BCNN2 can be expressed as follows.
In addition, BCNN2 has 56 parameters need to learn, i.e., |θ| = F n × (|f m | + |π|) = 56, where |f m | and |π| denote the number of parameters of f m and π mn , respectively.
Similarly, other models can be instantiated based on Table  II , in which N 3 denotes the filter dimension is 5 × 5, and δ 2 = {exp(±7, ±5, ±3, ±1)}, such that |π| = 8. We can find that larger N d , F n , and δ require more parameters, so |θ| can indicate the complexity of each model to some extent. Besides, six recently developed CS restoration methods: LASSO [51] , TV [52] , BCS [14] , ReconNet [19] , DR2Net [20] , and LDAMP [21] are chosen as references to evaluate BCNNs, and these methods can be roughly divided into two categories. Fig. 6: (a) quantifies the influence of increasing N 1 to N 2 , (b) measures the influence of increasing F 4 to F 8 , (c) analyzes the influence of increasing δ 1 to δ 2 , (d) shows the influence of increasing N d and F n both.
The first category includes three traditional CS restoration algorithms: LASSO 2 , TV 3 , and BCS 4 . LASSO is a canonical CS restoration algorithm merely considering sparsity. TV and BCS are two traditional SCS methods taking the cluster structure into account. In detail, BCS is a statistical SCS method integrating the cluster structure by spike and slab model, which is formulated as
where δ 0 is the Dirac function centered at zero, and π is commonly extended to a MRFs model to describe the cluster structure. As a counterpart, TV is a deterministic SCS method to include the same structure. The second category comprises three neural networks for CS restoration, namely ReconNet 5 , DR2Net 6 , and LDAMP 7 , which are discussed in Section II-C. Their architectures are depicted in Fig. 2 and 4 . For a fair comparison, the refining networks of DR2Net and LDAMP are redesigned to keep the same as that of ReconNet except for some necessary layers for the residual technique. Specifically, the refining networks of the three algorithms have six convolutional and ReLU layers depicted in Fig. 2 . Hence, the difference of these networks are only the inverse networks and residual technique.
Moreover, we use the same training set of ReconNet and DR2Net to train BCNNs and LDAMP. This training set consists of 91 natural images, and we uniformly extract 21,668 20 × 20 image patches from this set for training. In addition, Peak Signal-to-Noise Rate (PSNR), Structural Similarity Index (SSIM), and KLD are chosen as the quantitative criteria.
B. Evaluation of BCNNs for CS restoration
Since the prior distribution p(x; θ) plays a vital role in CS restoration, we first evaluate the ability of BCNNs to model p(x; θ) given different hyper-parameters under the KLD criterion. We use an empirical distribution and the samples of five BCNN models to calculate KLD value. The empirical distribution (the red curve in Fig. 6 ) is generated from a testing set, which includes 20 image patches randomly chosen from the training set. The samples of five BCNN models are generated by sampling p(x; θ) given different hyper-parameters, which are presented in Fig. 6 as well. Fig. 6(a) shows that BCNN1 has the highest KLD (0.245). That means it has the worst ability to model the empirical distribution. BCNN2 has smaller KLD (0.156) than BCNN1, since it enlarges N 1 to N 2 while remaining the value of F n and δ the same as BCNN1. Besides, we can see that increasing F n from 4 to 8 makes BCNN3 get smaller KLD (0.126) than BCNN2. Fig. 6 (c) shows that the KLD (0.108) of BCNN4 is less than BCNN3 because the former has more GSM scales than the later. BCNN5 achieves the smallest KLD (0.089), since we increase N d and F n both. Overall, the model with larger hyper-parameters has smaller KLD, which means it can simulate the empirical distribution better.
Subsequently, the above models are evaluated by grayscale image restoration, and BCS is selected as baseline here. Gaussian random matrix is used to obtain the measurement y from three standard test images (starfish, butterfly, and parrot), and image dimension is 128 × 128. Measurement ratio (MR = |y|/|x|) is set to 0.25, so the dimension of y is 4096 × 1, where |x| = 128 2 is the cardinality of x. Their performances are posted in Table III , which shows that all models of BCNNs outperform BCS and the model with lower KLD has better restoration in most cases.
We attribute the superiority of BCNNs to three aspects. First, BCNNs can derive optimal parameters by the learning algorithm. For example, though BCNN1 employs the same N 1 filters as BCS to simulate the cluster structure, BCNN1 can learn optimal filters f m via CD learning algorithm but BCS merely uses hand-crafted filters. Moreover, BCNN1 can learn optimal weights π mn of GSM to preserve non-linearity accurately, which is also difficult to realize for the spike and slab model [15] .
Second, BCNNs can accommodate arbitrary convolutional filters in the architecture of CNNs. Based on MRFs theory, more convolutional filters can describe more signal structures, and thus achieve better restoration. But most MRFs models can only adopt few filters because of the inherent limitations of MRFs. For instance, BCS merely incorporates four linear filters to describe the cluster structure, which is not enough to achieve good restoration. In contrast, the number of linear filters in BCNN3 is twice as many as that in BCS and BCNN2. Hence, BCNN3 can achieve better restoration. Third, BCNNs can accommodate complicated convolution filters. As discussed before, MRFs can only model signal structure in a small neighborhood due to the lack of efficient parameter inference. For instance, BCS merely describes the cluster structure in N 1 , which is hard to model high-order cluster structure. Compared to BCS, the architecture of CNNs enable BCNNs to use much more complicated convolutional filters to describe high-order structure. Fig. 7 presents all convolutional filters from BCNN4 and BCNN5. It shows that they can learn more complicated signal structures than the commonly used pairwise clique potential functions in MRFs. That helps them to generate a powerful prior distribution and achieve better restoration.
Notably, the superiority of BCNN5 over BCNN4 is not very striking, even if the former has more complex networks. That is because BCNN4 has already captured most signal structures for CS restoration and more complicated networks could make BCNN5 hard to converge to the optimal structures. This results also support our hypothesis that there is no need of very deep neural networks to model prior distribution only. 
C. Comparison with other CS restoration algorithms
In the following experiments, BCNNs are compared to more CS restoration algorithms under different situations. We choose BCNN4 model to represent the BCNNs algorithm for the subsequent experiments, since it uses much fewer hyperparameters to achieve similar performance as BCNN5.
The aforementioned CS restoration methods are first tested by four standard grayscale testing images (plane, peppers, mandrill, and boat) under the same experimental conditions as before. Their performance are presented in Table V , which shows that BCNNs are still superior over two traditional SCS algorithms, namely TV and BCS, due to the advantages of BCNNs discussed above. Also note that BCNNs outperform three CNNs algorithms even though the former has much simpler architecture than the later. To further validate BCNNs, all algorithms are evaluated by an image testing set, which has 50 images randomly selected from Berkeley Segmentation Dataset and Benchmark (BSDS) 8 dataset [53] . Each image is cropped into 128 × 128. Given three different MRs (MR = 0.25, 0.10, and 0.04), Table IV summarizes their average performances in noiseless situation. All algorithms show similar performances as using standard testing images. BCNNs still outperform both traditional SCS and CNNs algorithms in all cases. Also note that DR2Net and LDAMP outperform TV method, but ReconNet not. Since the main difference of the three CNNs methods is their inverse networks ( Fig. 4) , above simulations prove that the inverse networks of ReconNet cannot extract enough prior knowledge from the input (i.e., the measurement y) for CS restoration. After evaluating the influence of the inverse networks on CS restoration, we will test the effect of the refining networks below.
We design two new networks DR2Net-12 and LDAMP-12. Compared to DR2Net, DR2Net-12 remains the same inverse networks, but has much deeper refining networks, which have twelve convolutional and ReLU layers. The difference between LDAMP-12 and LDAMP is the same. Table VI summarizes  their performances under the same experimental conditions  as Table IV . It shows that LDAMP-12 achieves significant improvement over LDAMP and outperforms BCNNs. However, the improvement of DR2Net-12 is not obvious, especially when MR is small. That means the refining networks cannot improve CS restoration too much unless the inverse networks extract enough prior knowledge from the input. Overall, the above experiments verifies the defect of the inverse CNNs. Moreover, all algorithms are evaluated in noisy conditions (SNR = 16dB and 8dB) by adding Gaussian noise into y. Their average performance in each case is presented in Table VII and  Table VIII , respectively. We can find that BCNNs are still the best one and BCS outperforms three CNNs algorithms. It is known that CNNs are vulnerable to perturbation, which could result in the bad performance of three CNNs methods [54] . In contrast, Algorithm 2 indicates BCNNs can automatically adjust the posterior distribution based on the variance of noise that can explain its superiority in noisy conditions. VI. CONCLUSION In this paper, we attempted to exploit CNNs to propose a novel algorithm BCNNs for CS restoration. After reviewing MRFs and CNNs, we proposed a new theory to clarify CNNs, which demonstrated the output of CNNs can be regarded as a Gibbs distribution and the whole CNNs architecture is equivalent to a Bayesian hierarchical model. More importantly, we revealed a defect of the existing CNNs architecture for CS restoration, namely the inverse CNNs architecture cannot extract enough prior knowledge for CS restoration.
In order to make up this defect, BCNNs were proposed. Unlike the existing CNNs methods directly using the inverse CNNs architecture for CS restoration, BCNNs can be viewed as a hybrid of CNNs and traditional statistical algorithm. Leveraging standard CNNs architecture, BCNNs first trained a powerful prior distribution from the training image set. Subsequently, BCNNs exploited the auxiliary variable Gibbs sampler to implement posterior inference for CS restoration. This strategy enables BCNNs to circumvent the defect of the inverse CNNs architecture.
Extensive simulations validated the superiority of BCNNs over the existing CS restoration methods. First, we showed that BCNNs can train a much better prior distribution than traditional MRFs models, which is essential for CS restoration. Second, BCNNs were compared to six recently developed CS restoration methods in various conditions. The experiment results verified the superiority of BCNNs over the existing CS restoration methods.
Overall, BCNNs provide a novel approach to realize CS restoration. Compared to the traditional SCS methods, BCNNs can describe much more complicated signal structures and thus obtain much better restoration. In contrast to the existing CNNs methods, BCNNs circumvent the defect of the inverse CNNs architecture, such that it can achieve better restoration using much simpler neural networks.
However, BCNNs are still not perfect. First, the speed of BCNNs is much slower than the existing CNNs methods, since it exploits the traditional sampling technique to realize posterior inference for CS restoration. Second, our experiment demonstrates that LDAMP with much deep refining networks outperforms BCNNs. That suggests that deep neural networks have the potential to improve BCNNs further.
There are numerous directions for future work. In the context of deep learning theory, we can explore the robustness of deep learning from the perspective of Bayesian theory, which could improve the performance of neural networks in noisy conditions. Regarding the application of BCNNs, it is an exciting topic to exploit the deep refining networks to further improve the performance of BCNNs. Besides, we can apply BCNNs to other applications, such as image denoising and image super-resolution, since these problems also can be viewed as specific cases of the inverse problem with different system functions.
